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It is impossible, in the nature of things, that it can co¬xist with

discipline; for it is inherent and constitutional to it to substj.

tate for the law of the New Testament the indifl'erency of the

civil magistrate to mere theological distinctions, and his sym

pathy with the gentlemanly vices.

But while such seems to be the real character of this Eras

tian principle, the Scotch Presbyterian who judges the devout

English Episcopalian in reference to it by his own moral stand

ard, and the devout English Episcopalian who decides respect

ing the Presbyterian Scot with regard to it by his own peculiar

feelings, may be both a good deal in error. In order to arrive

at a just conclusion in either case, it is necessary to take into

account the very opposite position and character of the parties,

not only as the members of dissimilar Churches, but also as

the inhabitants of different countries. That adhesive coher

ency of character in the Presbyterian Scot, which so thoroughly

identifies him with his country, and makes the entire of his

Church emphatically his, gives to the Erastian principle a

degree of atrociy, in his estimate, which, to the insulated Eng

lish Episcopalian, practically an Independent in his feelings,

and deeply interested in only his own congregation, it can

not possess. A John Newton at Olney may feel grieved as a

Christian that. Mr. Scott, the neighboring clergyman of Weston

Underwood, should be a rank Socinian, just in the way a

devout Independent minister in one of the chapels of London

may feel grieved as a Christian that there should be a Unita

rian minister teaching what he deems deadly error in another

of the city chapels half a street away. But neither John Newton

nor the Independent feel aggrieved in conscience by the fact:

enough for them that they are perthittcd to walk, undisturbed,

their round of ministerial duty, each in his own narrow sphere.
The one, as an insulated Englishman and an Independent., is
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